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The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook From Cauldron Cakes To Knickerbocker Glory More Than 150 Magical Recipes For Muggles And
Wizards Unofficial Cookbook
Make magic in your college dorm kitchen with this fantastical collection of recipes for sandwiches, soups, sweets, and more! A love of food has always
been part of the Harry Potter universe, from the fabulous feasts served in the Great Hall to the sweets exchanged in the common room. Whether you’re
running to catch a bus or train, an eternal latecomer, or a hardworking student, you will find something in these pages to satisfy your hunger in
Hogwarts style. Each recipe has been concocted with love for occasions large and small. Enjoy them alone or with friends, at home or on the go. Included
are dozens of recipes from across the Wizarding World such as: · Goblet of Fire Soup · Great Hall Shepherd's Pie · Umbridge's Pink Mug Cake ·
Cornelius's Fudge · Elf Wine · Ron's Usual Sandwich · Authentic Cold and Warm Butterbeer And many more!
One of the most common wants that Potterheads of all ages desire is to try some of the delicious and tasty treats and meals spoken of in the Harry
Potter series. That is where "The Potterhead's Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook - The Best Recipes from Harry Potter: Harry Potter Recipe Book for All
Ages" comes in handy. Within the pages of this fun and magical book, you will find 25 of the best recipes inspired by the Harry Potter series. While you
may think that you, a mere Muggle, couldn't possibly recreate the amazing and mouthwatering dishes spoken of in the Potter series, this unofficial Harry
Potter cookbook proves that misconception wrong. In fact, this Harry Potter recipe book was written for Muggles who want a taste of the wizardly
delicacies that are only found in the magical world of Harry Potter. You don't have to be a graduate of Hogwarts to make the recipes from Harry Potter
books. Each recipe has been tested on multiple occasions to ensure its accuracy and ease of use by Muggles. You will also find that each recipe
includes: * A description of the dish * Which Harry Potter book you can find the dish * Serving size for the dish * Total time it will take to prepare
and cook the dish * Complete ingredient list * Step-by-step directions on how to successfully recreate the dish What's even better is that each recipe
utilizes common ingredients that Muggles keep on hand and, if they don't currently have, can find in their local grocery stores. So what are you waiting
for? Start reading "The Potterhead's Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook - The Best Recipes from Harry Potter: Harry Potter Recipe Book for All Ages" and
plan your Hogwarts Feast today!
★ 55% OFF for Bookstores, Only for a few days! Discounted Retail Price NOW! Discover magic recipes based on the Fantastic World of Harry Potter!
Smuggle in some muggle magic with The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes to Butterbeer And More! Inside this new and improved edition
of The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes To Butterbeer, you will find all things sugary to satisfy your sweet tooth, including Ron's
Love Spell Sugar Cookies, Butterbeer Cupcakes, Pumpkin Juice, Hermiome's Precious Potion, Mulled Mead, Rock Cakes, Treacle Crisp, Pumpkin Fudge,
Yorkshire Pudding, Cauldron Cakes, King's Cross Butterscotch Bars, Harry's Tea and Get Out Of a Jam Cookies, Cockroach Clusters, and much, much more, if
you dare.
Authentic Recipes from the Wizarding World of Harry Potter
Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: A Culinary Adventure With 90 Magical Recipes For Wizards And Non-Wizards
200+ Extraordinary and Delicious Recipes for Harry Potter Enthusiast. Cookbook for Wizards a Non-Wizards.
45 Recipes Inspired by the Films
The Unofficial Official Harry Potter Cookbook: Magical Recipes from Cauldron Cakes to Pumpkin Juice
40+ Recipes Inspired by the Films
Skip the crowded bar, coffee shop, and restaurant and bring the magic of Disney’s drinks right your home with over 100 easy, delicious drink recipes
inspired by the Disney Parks. Raise a glass to bringing the magic of Disney straight to your home with The Unofficial Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book.
From coffee and tea to milkshakes and slushies to mocktails and cocktails, this book features over 100 of your favorite beverages from the happiest
place on Earth. Recipes are taken straight from your favorite restaurants and cafes throughout the Disney Parks and resorts. You’ll learn to make
delicious, unique drinks without waiting in line including: -Coffees and teas, like Frozen Cappuccino from Joffrey’s and Teddy’s Tea from Jock Lindsey’s
Hangar Bar -Fruity drinks and slushies like Frozen Sunshine from Beaches and Cream and the Goofy Glacier from Goofy’s Candy Company -Mocktails and
cocktails like the Sparkling No-Jito from the Tambu Lounge or the La Cava Avocado from Mexico in Epcot -And dessert drinks like the Peanut Butter and
Jelly Milkshake from 50's Prime Time Café or the Dole Whip Float from Aloha Isle Perfect for Disney fans everywhere who want to experience those
familiar flavors right from the comfort of their home, The Unofficial Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book has all the recipes you’ll need to make luscious
libations worthy of the Mouse himself.
If you are a huge fan of the Harry Potter franchise and have always wanted to make some of the treats from the books, then look no further! Throughout
the pages of this Harry Potter cookbook, discover how to make some of the tastiest Harry Potter recipes such as:
Magical Masterpieces of Mixology Inspired by the Harry Potter Universe With simple instructions and insider bartender know-how, The Unofficial
Potter–Inspired Book of Cocktails is the perfect guide of spell-tacular spirits for age-appropriate witches and wizards. The seventy-five potions and
elixirs featured in this book are cocktail classics that have been given a magical makeover using unique ingredients such as activated charcoal, popping
candy, and dry ice, transforming the mundane mixed drink into a bewitching brewed beverage. Charm guests with color-changing concoctions, fizzing
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cocktail bombs, and flaming creations, including: Butterscotch Beer Nearly Legless Nick Expecto Martini Hex on the Beach Tom Riddle-Collins And more!
Whether you’re a witch, wizard, squib, or muggle, everyone can enjoy that magical feeling of finding their perfect sip with The Unofficial Harry
Potter–Inspired Book of Cocktails.
Step into the Wizarding World of Harry Potter with The Potterhead Cookbook! With this cookbook, dining at Hogwarts is as easy as the wave of a wand.
With 25 exciting recipes, you can easily whip up spellbindingly delicious dishes inspired by your favorite Harry Potter stories, such as: - Homemade
Pumpkin Pasties - Classic Butterbeer - Kreacher's French Onion Soup - Almond and Peach Treacle Tart - Exploding Bonbons - Bangers and Mash ...and many
more! With a sprinkle of magic and a dash of imagination, this cookbook will help you conjure up the desserts, entrees, drinks and snacks you need to
bring the Wizarding World of Harry Potter right into your kitchen! Grab The Potterhead Cookbook and start casting your culinary spells today!
Fantastic Meals and How To Cook Them
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook Presents: A Magical Christmas Menu
Pumpkin Pasties, Treacle Tart, and Many More Spellbinding Treats
2 Books in 1: Cookbook And Cocktail Cookbook. +240 Amazing Recipes Inspired by the Wizarding World of Harry Potter.
Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: 200+ Delicious and Magical Recipes for Harry Potter Enthusiasts to Conjure in the Common Room Or the Great Hall

A bona-fide mega-geek serves up 50 real-life recipes for all the delicious foods readers have seen in their favorite sci-fi and fantasy movies, TV shows and video games, including Game
of Thrones, Hunger Games, World of Warcraft and Star Trek. Original.
"J.K Rowling's amazing fantasy series Harry Potter has been an essential part of most of our childhoods. From a book series that one just can't put down to the films that kept people
waiting for the booming release of the next part, Harry Potter has intrigued and amazed people from all spheres, whether they are book lovers, film fanatics, youngsters or adults. The
whole concept of the wizarding world, Hogwarts, the chosen one, the magical good and evil, all are so close to our real lives yet open us up to a world filled with extraordinary
creatures and experiences.Smuggle in some muggle magic with The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes to Butterbeer And More! Inside this new and improved
edition of The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes To Butterbeer, you will find all things sugary to satisfy your sweet tooth, including Ron's Love Spell Sugar
Cookies, Butterbeer Cupcakes, Pumpkin Juice, Hermiome's Precious Potion, Mulled Mead, Rock Cakes, Treacle Crisp, Pumpkin Fudge, Yorkshire Pudding, Cauldron Cakes, King's
Cross Butterscotch Bars, Harry's Tea and Get Out Of a Jam Cookies, Cockroach Clusters, and much, much more, if you dare."
The Wall Street Journal Bestseller USA TODAY Bestseller Experience the magic of the Disney Parks right in your kitchen with these 100, easy and delicious recipes inspired by Walt
Disney World! Stroll right down the middle of Main Street USA, journey from Adventureland to Infinity and Beyond at Pixar Pier, and explore every avenue in between to taste the
flavors of the Disney Parks…all without leaving your kitchen. With The Unofficial Disney Parks Cookbook you can bring the magic of Disneyland and Walt Disney World snacks and
treats right to your home. Recreate favorites like the classic Dole Whip and Mickey Pretzels to new favorites like blue milk from Star Wars land and Jack Jack’s Cookie Num Nums from
Pixar Pier. These 100 recipes inspired by iconic yummies are perfect whether you are a forever Disney fan or just love a good snack. Now you can feel as if you shared a snack with
Mickey himself right from the comfort of your own home!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Bake your way through Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Inspired by the films, this is the ONE and ONLY official Harry Potter
cookbook! Packed with over 40 recipes and gorgeous, eye-catching photography, this baking cookbook is a must-have for every Harry Potter fan. Delight in 43 tasty recipes inspired by
the Harry Potter films! From Pumpkin Patch Pies to Owl Muffins, Luna's Spectrespecs Cookies to Hogwarts Gingerbread, The Official Harry Potter Baking Cookbook is packed with
mouthwatering recipes that will, dare we say, ... ensnare the senses. Host a Great Hall-inspired feast for your friends or delight in a portion for one. Includes recipes for all kinds of
delicious baked goods, as well as nutritional and dietary information. This baking cookbook is great for everyone and includes gluten-free, vegetarian, and vegan recipes as well!
Magical Kitchen
The Complete Harry Potter Cookbook
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook Presents: 10 Summertime Treats
The Best Recipes from Harry Potter - Harry Potter Recipe Book for All Ages
From Lady Mary's Crab Canapes to Mrs. Patmore's Christmas Pudding - More Than 150 Recipes from Upstairs and Downstairs
The Geeky Chef Cookbook
Sure, you can't be in Hogwarts Hall for the Christmas feast, but you can add some wizadry to your own holiday meal with this sample menu! The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook Presents: A
Magical Christmas Menu includes 16 recipes guaranteed to enchant your friends and family this holiday season. From mouth-watering appetizers to decadent desserts and a steaming cup of
Mrs. Weasley's Hot Chocolate, this season you can conjure a feast that would satisfy even Hagrid's hearty appetite! Looking to celebrate the tastes of this magical world all-year round? Then
check out The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook eBook and Print editions!
Smuggle in some muggle magic with Muggles To Magic: The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook. Inside this new and improved edition of The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron
Cakes To Butterbeer, you will find all things sugary to satisfy your sweet tooth, including Ron's Love Spell Sugar Cookies, Butterbeer Cupcakes, Pumpkin Juice, Hermione's Precious Potion,
Mulled Mead, Rock Cakes, Treacle Crisp, Pumpkin Fudge, Yorkshire Pudding, Cauldron Cakes, King's Cross Butterscotch Bars, Harry's Tea and Get Out Of a Jam Cookies, Cockroach
Clusters, and much, much more, if you dare. With Muggles To Magic: The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook, you will conjure up easy to follow recipes that have been thoroughly researched
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and taste tested. Harry Potter fans will delight in recreating their favorite delicacies so smuggle in some muggle magic and try your hand or magic wand at Potter Stew, Hogwarts Best
Bruscetta, Lasagna, Banoffi Inspired Pizza Pie, Christmas Coconut Soup, Dumbledore's Delightful Dumplings, and much, much more.
"Blue satin ball gowns, chocolates and high tea, five course meals with family, scandal, and romance. Welcome to the dashing world of Bridgerton. Grosvenor Square is buzzing with ladies
and lords dressed to the nines, promenading in the park, and sharing lemonade at the evening's ball. And while you might not be able to score the jewels and frocks of the Bridgertons and
the Featheringtons, you can still eat like them with The Unofficial Bridgerton Cookbook. From dazzling canapes, savory meat pies, sparkling wine, gooseberry pie, delicious finger
sandwiches, and more, you'll be eating like a Bridgerton in no time. Nevermind what Lady Whistledown says, it's time to eat! These 100 recipes inspired by the delectable foods from Regency
England will have you dining Duke and Duchess style with recipes like: Daphne's Lemonade, The Duke's Gooseberry Pie, Penelope's Cucumber Sandwiches, Queen Charlotte's Cakes, and
many more!"-Finally a VEGAN-friendly cookbook for Harry Potter fans!! The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook for Vegans is an amazing collection of delicious vegan recipes, all inspired by the wondrous
and magical Wizarding World of Harry Potter. This book contains absolutely brilliant dishes taken straight out of the Potter series, with a delicious vegan twist that everyone, even your
carnivorous friends can enjoy. Have you ever wondered what Mrs. Weasley's Bacon Sandwiches taste like? Or experience the joys of a creamy cold Knickerbocker treat? How about a Golden
Snitch Cake? You'll find all of that in this book as well as exclusive recipes unique to us, like Quidditch Game Day Nachos and House-themed food like House Gryfindor Buffalo Cauliflower
Wings With a dash of creativity, a sprinkle of fun and a light dusting of magic, this book will help you whip up everything, from Mrs. Weasley approved breakfasts, to lunches and appetizers,
to Hogwarts dinners and tasty desserts. This book makes a wonderful gift for all the vegan, vegetarian or plant-based Harry Potter fans in your life. But meat lovers need not shy away. Taste
will always be a priority in our books, so you don't want to miss all the goodness between these pages. Need I say more? Come in and explore the world of Harry Potter in a whole new,
delectable way! Makes a wonderful gift. "Add it to cart" today and see!
The Effortless Harry Potter Cookbook
A Magical Collection of Simple and Spellbinding Recipes to Conjure in the Common Room or the Great Hall
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook Presents - A Fantastic Beasts & Treats Menu
26 Magical Recipes for Wizards and Non-Wizards Alike
75 Internet-Breaking Recipes for Snacks, Drinks, Treats, and More!
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook for Hungry Vegans
Conjure up delicious dishes from cauldron cakes and chocolate frogs to everyday meals in the Weasley household with this volume of seventy-five magical
recipes! One of the most spectacular aspects of Harry Potter’s world is the food. Now with this fantastical cookbook, you can create breakfast, entrees,
desserts, and drinks inspired by your favorite Wizard. With these easy, step-by-step recipes, you’ll be ready to serve feasts worthy of the Hogwarts
Great Hall. Recipes include: · Dudley’s Hamburger Special · Trelawney’s Divination Tea · Canary Cremes · Deathday R.I.P. Cookies · Hogwarts House Cups ·
Aging Potion · Kidney and Beef Pies And many more!
Readers can bake their way through Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Packed with 45 recipes and gorgeous, eye-catching photography, this
baking cookbook inspired by the films is a must-have for every Harry Potter fan.
The Unofficial Harry Potter CookbookFrom Cauldron Cakes to Knickerbocker Glory--More Than 150 Magical Recipes for Wizards and Non-Wizards AlikeAdams
Media
Recipes inspired by the Harry Potter books and movies.
Magical Recipes Inspired by Harry Potter: Harry Potter Exploding Bon Bons, Butterbeer and Ice Cream Floats, ...
Muggles to Magic
The Unofficial Harry Potter–Inspired Book of Cocktails
Spellbinding Recipes for Famished Witches and Wizards
From Delicious Dole Whip to Tasty Mickey Pretzels, 100 Magical Disney-Inspired Recipes
The Potterhead's Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook

Create 75 of the most popular, post-worthy, and fun recipes straight from TikTok with The Unofficial TikTok Cookbook. Become the next viral sensation and make some delicious dishes that will impress all
your friends with The Unofficial TikTok Cookbook. From whipped coffee to pancake cereal and mug cakes to seltzer slushies, you can find all the recipes you’ve seen on social media and have been dying to
make in one place. Featuring simple, easy-to-follow instructions, you can now create the recipes you’ve seen all over the internet in the comfort of your own home. Whether you want to post your cooking
creations online or just share them with your friends, this book is a must-have for chefs of all ages!
J.K Rowling's amazing fantasy series Harry Potter has been an essential part of most of our childhoods. From a book series that one just can't put down to the films that kept people waiting for the booming
release of the next part, Harry Potter has intrigued and amazed people from all spheres, whether they are book lovers, film fanatics, youngsters or adults. The whole concept of the wizarding world, Hogwarts, the
chosen one, the magical good and evil, all are so close to our real lives yet open us up to a world filled with extraordinary creatures and experiences.Smuggle in some muggle magic with The Unofficial Harry
Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes to Butterbeer And More! Inside this new and improved edition of The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: From Cauldron Cakes To Butterbeer, you will find all things
sugary to satisfy your sweet tooth, including Ron's Love Spell Sugar Cookies, Butterbeer Cupcakes, Pumpkin Juice, Hermiome's Precious Potion, Mulled Mead, Rock Cakes, Treacle Crisp, Pumpkin Fudge,
Yorkshire Pudding, Cauldron Cakes, King's Cross Butterscotch Bars, Harry's Tea and Get Out Of a Jam Cookies, Cockroach Clusters, and much, much more, if you dare.
Do you want to learn how to make delicious meals for Harry potter enthusiast? Do you love Harry Potter, and are you looking forward to trying some of the recipes from his magic world? If yes, then this is the
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right book for you! You'll find all of that in this book as well as exclusive recipes unique to us! The book contains a rich collection of food inspired by the series, include evening nibbles, desserts, cocktail, and
more. With this cookbook, dining a la Hogwarts is as easy as Banoffee Pie! With more than 150 easy-to-make recipes, tips, and techniques, you can indulge in spellbindingly delicious meals drawn straight from
the pages of your favorite Potter stories, such as: Treacle Tart-Harry's favorite dessert Molly's Meat Pies-Mrs. Weasley's classic dish Kreacher's French Onion Soup Pumpkin Pasties-a staple on the Hogwarts
Express cart With a dash of magic and a drop of creativity, you'll conjure up the entrees, desserts, snacks, and drinks you need to transform ordinary Muggle meals into magical culinary masterpieces, sure to
make even Mrs. Weasley proud! No more hesitation, Pick up the cookbook today and start cooking amazing recipes that cater to the diverse needs of you and your family, allowing you to save time, money, and
stress in the kitchen.
?55% OFF for Bookstores!? "200+ magical and tasty Hogwarts recipes for wizards and muggles to prepare the favorite dishes of Harry, Hermione, Ron, Hagrid and all the Harry Potter characters!" A complete
cookbook with delicious meals from the magical world of Harry Potter. Each recipe is prepared with the utmost reverence for the series's spirit through combining flavors, cooking methods and ingredients that
J.K. herself might have detailed in one of her books. Some information accompanies each dish, explaining when it was served, to whom and how it contributed to the plot. By reading the compelling stories
behind these dishes, enthusiasts will make new discoveries and gain more confidence in the preparation of various dishes from the magical world of Hogwarts. Here are some recipes featured in the book:
Dumbledore's Pensieve Butterbeer Cake Sorting Hat Pita Bread Harry Potter Exploding Bon Bons Molly Meatballs and Onion Sauce Peppermint Toads Harry Potter fans will no longer be able to do without it
and will find several magical recipes, all tried and tested, to be reproduced easily and in no time! Are you all ready to start this magical journey into the world of Harry Potter?
The Unofficial TikTok Cookbook
From Muggles To Magic
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook
Real-Life Recipes for Your Favorite Fantasy Foods - Unofficial Recipes from Doctor Who, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, and More
The Potterhead Cookbook
The Unofficial Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book
★ 55% OFF for Bookstores, Only for a few days! Discounted Retail Price NOW! This bundle includes two books: Harry Potter Cookbook and Harry Potter Cocktail Cookbook!
The Faculty of Enchanted Cookery is pleased to release one of its most prized manuscripts - the long lost "Magical Kitchen" cookbook. With 42 beautifully illustrated recipes, arranged in order of a degree of
skill, you can indulge in spellbindingly scrumptious meals inspired by our beloved Harry Potter series.
“A fun way to get kids interested in Harry Potter also interested in food.” —New York Magazine Conjure up feasts that rival the Great Hall’s, sweets fit for the Minister of Magic, snacks you’d find on the
Hogwarts Express, and more! This bestselling unofficial Harry Potter cookbook is perfect for chefs of all ages, from new readers to longtime fans—no wands required! Bangers and mash with Harry, Ron, and
Hermione in the Hogwarts dining hall. A proper cuppa tea and rock cakes in Hagrid's hut. Cauldron cakes and pumpkin juice on the Hogwarts Express. With this cookbook, dining a la Hogwarts is as easy as
Banoffee Pie! With more than 150 easy-to-make recipes, tips, and techniques, you can indulge in spellbindingly delicious meals drawn straight from the pages of your favorite Potter stories, such as: Treacle
Tart--Harry's favorite dessert Molly's Meat Pies--Mrs. Weasley's classic dish Kreacher's French Onion Soup Pumpkin Pasties--a staple on the Hogwarts Express cart With a dash of magic and a drop of creativity,
you'll conjure up the entrees, desserts, snacks, and drinks you need to transform ordinary Muggle meals into magical culinary masterpieces, sure to make even Mrs. Weasley proud!
In this Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook, you'd discover tons of recipes for foods taken from the Harry Potter universe, and exclusive recipes that will make your taste-buds sing for joy. The recipes are easy to
make, and you will have fun while making them!Here are some recipes in this lovely cookbook:Aunt Petunia's PuddingMuggle-Friendly Fruit CakeDementor's KissLightning Bolt ToastHocus Pocus FizzSorting
Hat Cheese BallsBabbling Charm Stuffed BurgersFlying Letter CakeHouse Cup MarmaladeLicorice WandsCursed Chicken Nuggets...and much, much more exclusive recipes you won't find anywhere else!Each
recipe in this fun cookbook has the following features:Easy-to-source ingredients: Even though this cookbook contains loads of exotic-sounding recipes, you can find the ingredients for each recipe at your local
supermarket, farmer's market, or grocery storePrep and cooking time: Each recipe in this cookbook comes with an estimated prep and cooking time to help you plan out your kitchen activities and stop you from
wasting extra time in the kitchen
The Unofficial Hogwarts Cookbook for Kids
From The Viscount's Mushroom Miniatures and The Royal Wedding Oysters to Debutante Punch and The Duke's Favorite Gooseberry Pie, 100 Dazzling Recipes Inspired by Bridgerton
80+ Amazing Recipes for Wizards and Muggles
Fantastic Drinks and How to Make Them
The Official Harry Potter Baking Book
Gathering 30 of the best Potter recipes, this book offers drinks, desserts, appetizers and mains to get your stomach growling! Whether preparing for
a dinner party or a meal in the Great Hall, this book will see you through a magical world of taste sensation with the expertise of a culinary wizard!!
Note: If you need Hardcover (Color Book), please search for ISBN-13: 978-1801215022 80+ Amazing Recipes from the Wizarding World of Harry
Potter. Hitch a ride on the Hogwarts Express and eat just like Harry, Ron, Hermione, Hagrid, and all your favorite characters from the Wizarding
World! A love of food has always been part of the Harry Potter universe, from the fabulous feasts served in the Great Hall to the sweets exchanged in
the common room. Whether you're running to catch a bus or train, an eternal latecomer, or a hardworking student, you will find something in these
pages to make you happy, rain or shine! The book contains a rich collection of food inspired by the series, include evening nibbles, desserts, cocktail,
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and more. Every one of these recipes has been concocted with love for occasions large and small, to be enjoyed alone or with friends, at home or on
the go. This book teaches you how to flow with the Harry Potter's themes. This cookbook is created with every Potterhead in mind. Therefore, its
content is guaranteed to bring you just the best of the recipes that feature in the series. Hedwig is waiting to deliver your personal Hogwarts
invitation letter! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy!
Conjure up recipes inspired by your favorite magical stories with this spellbinding cookbook—the perfect gift for anyone with an appetite for fantasy!
Inspired by the most famous wizards in history—from Merlin to Dumbledore to Marry Poppins—The Wizard’s Cookbook includes enchanted dishes
that are quick and easy to prepare for any occasion. Here, you’ll find recipes inspired by your favorite magical stories, games, and movies, including:
The Legend of Zelda · World of Warcraft · Harry Potter · Dungeons & Dragons · The Lord of the Rings · The Wizard of Oz · The Chronicles of Narnia ·
And many more! Filled with beautiful color photographs and recipes packed with the sustenance you need to battle your nemesis—whether it be a
dragon or an empty stomach—this cookbook will teach you how to prepare divine desserts, devilish snacks, and bewitching elixirs to quench your
thirst. Whether you’re a beginner or an expert sorcerer, open up The Wizard’s Cookbook, grab your wand, and . . . Abracadabra! You’ll create
delicious recipes that are sure to take you to another world. “Fantasy fans will likely enjoy the eye-catching food photography and the mordant humor
playing up their favorite stories.” —Booklist
Make every day a spell-tacular celebration with the Harry Potter-inspired cookbook featuring delicious recipes for everything from magical snacks to
full, Muggle-worthy meals. What better way to celebrate than by whipping up a magically delicious meal in your kitchen? From sumptuous fall and
winter feasts to delectable desserts and tea-time treats, this book has all of your holidays and special occasions covered, with an extra magical twist.
Celebrate in true wizarding world style with recipes like: - Pumpkin Pasties - Cauldron Cakes - Roast Beef - Yorkshire Pudding - Chocolate Gateau Bath Buns - Rock Cakes - and many more! Bring your love for wizardry and magic into the kitchen and onto the table with The Unofficial Hogwarts
for the Holidays Cookbook—the perfect gift for any Potterhead. With 75 delicious recipes, easy step-by-step instructions, and spellbinding full-color
photographs, this cookbook is sure to stupify any fan of the boy who lived. Tuck in!
The Wizard's Cookbook
Irresistible and Unexpected Magical Recipes For Wizards And Non-Wizards to Live a Lighter Life
An Unofficial Harry Potter Fan's Cookbook
Magical Food and Drink Recipes from the Wizarding World
From LeFou's Brew to the Jedi Mind Trick, 100+ Magical Disney-Inspired Drinks
Magical Recipes Inspired by Harry Potter, Merlin, The Wizard of Oz, and More
Free ebook Download! It's summertime and the weather is just right to sit back and relax with a nice, cool . . . pumpkin juice! With July comes backyard barbecues, long afternoons by the
pool, and Harry's birthday of course! Celebrate this magical time with The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook Presents: 10 Summertime Treats. This free ebook includes 10 decadent treats
guaranteed to provide sweet relief from the sultry summertime heat. From icy juices to cool, melt-in-your-mouth sundaes, this summer you can conjure a dessert fit for Hogwarts Hall!
Looking to celebrate the tastes of this enchanted world all-year round? Then check out the Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook ebook and print editions and the Unofficial Harry Potter Sweet
Shoppe Kit!
Bring Upstairs and Downstairs Fare to Your Table Nibble on Sybil's Ginger Nut Biscuits during tea. Treat yourself to Ethel's Beloved Crepes Suzette. Feast on Mr. Bates' Chicken and
Mushroom Pie with a room full of guests. With this collection of delicacies inspired by Emmy Award-winning series Downton Abbey, you'll feel as sophisticated and poised as the men and
women of Downton when you prepare these upstairs and downstairs favorites. Each dish finds its roots within the kitchen of the grand estate, including: Mrs. Isobel Crawley's Smoked
Salmon Tea Sandwiches Filet Mignon with Foie Gras and Truffle Sauce Walnut and Celery Salad with Pecorino Decadent Chocolate Almond Cake with Chocolate Sour Cream Icing Very
Vanilla Rice Pudding You will love indulging in the splendors of another era with the snacks, entrees, and desserts from this masterpiece of a cookbook. As featured in Woman's World
magazine and The Daily Mail UK!
“A fun way to get kids interested in Harry Potter also interested in food.” —New York magazine Conjure up feasts that rival the Great Hall’s, sweets fit for the Minister of Magic, snacks
you’d find on the Hogwarts Express, and more! This bestselling unofficial Harry Potter cookbook is perfect for chefs of all ages, from new readers to longtime fans—no wands required!
Bangers and mash with Harry, Ron, and Hermione in the Hogwarts dining hall. A proper cuppa tea and rock cakes in Hagrid's hut. Cauldron cakes and pumpkin juice on the Hogwarts
Express. With this cookbook, dining a la Hogwarts is as easy as Banoffee Pie! With more than 150 easy-to-make recipes, tips, and techniques, you can indulge in spellbindingly delicious
meals drawn straight from the pages of your favorite Potter stories, such as: Treacle Tart—Harry's favorite dessert Molly's Meat Pies—Mrs. Weasley's classic dish Kreacher's French Onion
Soup Pumpkin Pasties—a staple on the Hogwarts Express cart With a dash of magic and a drop of creativity, you'll conjure up the entrees, desserts, snacks, and drinks you need to
transform ordinary Muggle meals into magical culinary masterpieces, sure to make even Mrs. Weasley proud!
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
The Unofficial Downton Abbey Cookbook
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50 Magically Simple, Spellbinding Recipes for Young Witches and Wizards
A Magical Collection of Simple and Spellbinding Recipes to Conjure in the Common Room Or the Great Hall
The Unofficial Hogwarts for the Holidays Cookbook
The Unofficial Bridgerton Cookbook
The Unofficial Disney Parks Cookbook
"Make every meal bewitching with this cookbook created for young witches, wizards, and chefs-in-training. Inside you'll discover how to make traditional English fare,
American classics, magic-inspired drinks and sweets, and more! Have fun learning cooking terms and kitchen skills with recipes that range in complexity so that all kid
chefs and their potions masters (or parents) can whip up something amazing"--Back cover.
The Unofficial Harry Potter College Cookbook
The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook: from Cauldron Cakes to Butterbeer and More
From Cauldron Cakes to Knickerbocker Glory--More Than 150 Magical Recipes for Wizards and Non-Wizards Alike
Magical Recipes Inspired by The Wizarding World of Harry Potter
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